Computational evidence of two driving mechanisms for overcharging in an electric double layer near the point of zero charge.
We have adopted an ensemble Monte Carlo simulation method to systematically verify two physical driving mechanisms responsible for overcharging which refers to the adsorption of an effective charge onto a like-charged planar surface around the point of zero charge within the primitive model of mixed electrolytes with varying salt concentrations. One is electrostatic in character dominated by dielectric images and the other is purely entropic in origin by ionic size asymmetry effects, of which the former has never been reported both theoretically and experimentally and the latter could be interpreted satisfactorily in terms of available theoretical approaches. The electrostatically driven mechanism is found to critically depend on the ionic sizes while the entropically driven mechanism occurs with almost the same efficiency in a relative wide range of surface charge density. Depending on the delicate interplay between charge and steric correlations, the two distinct driving mechanisms may cooperatively give rise to a more pronounced overcharging process.